1987 dodge dakota carburetor problems

The standard size carburetors used by Dodge are typically the two-barrel style with two
adjustment screws to assist in tuning the carburetor. They have a simple design that allows you
to make the adjustments to your carburetor fairly easily. Adjusting your Dodge carburetor
should only take you about 30 minutes and will save you a lot of money in labor costs. It will
also help you to save some money by using less fuel as your engine burns gas more efficiently
due to the carburetor being properly adjusted. Take the air cleaner off of the top of the Dodge
carburetor by removing the wing nut on the air cleaner by hand and setting it aside. Locate the
two adjustment screws on the lower barrel of your carburetor. The upper adjustment screw is
the idle mixture screw, while the lower one is your idle speed adjustment. Start the Dodge
engine and allow it to idle until the motor is warmed up and the choke valve in the carburetor
barrel is open. Locate the vacuum hose that is attached to the vacuum outlet port on the
carburetor barrel. Remove the vacuum hose and attach the tachometer to the vacuum outlet
port. Turn the idle mixture screw clockwise until you feel the screw stop at the bottom and then
turn the screw counter-clockwise two complete degree turns. Repeat this process with the idle
speed adjustment screw. Check the tachometer gauge and read the rpm level. A properly
adjusted idle speed should have a reading of about rpm. Turn the idle speed adjustment screw
with a screwdriver until the tachometer reads rpm. Turn the idle mixture screw clockwise
one-fourth of a turn to lean out the fuel mixture. Check the rpm again on the tachometer and
turn the idle speed adjustment screw until it returns to Turn the idle mixture screw another
one-fourth turn clockwise to continue leaning out the fuel mixture. Check the tachometer and
again return it to rpm. Set the idle speed screw one more time to rpm. Remove the tachometer
from the vacuum outlet port and reattach the vacuum hose. Place the air cleaner back on top of
the carburetor and secure it with the wing nut. Turn the engine off and remove your tools. Carl
Pruit has been a freelance writer since , specializing in service journalism and travel. His work
has appeared on various websites. Step 1 Take the air cleaner off of the top of the Dodge
carburetor by removing the wing nut on the air cleaner by hand and setting it aside. Step 2 Start
the Dodge engine and allow it to idle until the motor is warmed up and the choke valve in the
carburetor barrel is open. Step 3 Turn the idle mixture screw clockwise until you feel the screw
stop at the bottom and then turn the screw counter-clockwise two complete degree turns. Step
4 Check the tachometer gauge and read the rpm level. Step 5 Turn the idle mixture screw
another one-fourth turn clockwise to continue leaning out the fuel mixture. Things You'll Need
Tachometer Screwdriver. A hot engine can be extremely dangerous. Do not work on an engine
that is hot if you can avoid it at all. Subject: RE: intake options for carbed 3. I forgot to see
where it's at right now, but probably at the bottom of page 1 or close to the top of 2. It's:
GenI's-7 Questions"This will be fun". Would you guys reply? Would be a good way to find out
about the GenI's here , mod's accomplished and help us find out how many of us are on the
forum for anybody new, GenI's , I beleive. I just got my 88 beginning of Dec. I'll do my 7
questions also. RE: intake options for carbed 3. Completely rebuilt engine with all new parts.
Decided I needed a little more power. Dropped catastrophic converter added Flowmaster delta
duals single in dual out with 3" tips. Since converter gone removed air pump. Used Mr. Gasket 4
barrel to 2 Barrel manifold adapter topped with a cfm edelbrock Performer 4 barrel carb. Used
oil cap filter attached from computer hosed to underside of Edelbrock 10" air cleaner to keep
computer cooled. I'm 60 years old and if my memory serves me right this thing feels good and
sounds good, it'll give my V8 Grand Cherokee a run for it's money. I've had the interior roll and
pleated in a charcoal naugahyde and just about ready to spray it silver topped off with wide
charcoal stripes across top and ends. V6 Bruce. IP: Logged Message: I'm there with ya guys.
Snapped off the bolts from my thermostat and BAM, I need a new manifold???? IP: Logged
Message: hi guys i've got an egr light that short of taking out the bulb i can't seem to get it to
reset and yes i did of corse clean intake and installed a new egr any idea's. Its a 87 dakota 3. IP:
Logged Message: i have a carb with a problem i think. IP: Logged Message: haha i just broke a
bolt on my thermostat, then the extrator broke so i jsut said, f it and bought a used intake man. I
also just sent my carb out to get cleaned, i was getting 9mpg before tearing it apart, lets see
how much it improves. Im alreayd using split fire plugs, but i may pick up a new set. They were
only 16 for the set. Also, what is this brown wire? And why does it make for worse gas milage?
But its better performance? Now, from what I hear, Holley bought-out Carter, so this could
explain the nearly identical design. The biggest difference between the two carbs are the larger
holes in the base plate of the A, which of course will allow more to pass into the engine, or in
other words more CFM. The Carter also has fewer vacuum ports, but if you ditch you smog
pump, like I did, that shouldn't present a problem. If you can find a Carter A from a car with
optional cruise, then it essentially would be a plug'n'play upgrade for the pre-magnum 3. I'm not
sure why nobody has mentioned anything about sandblasting out the ports in the intake
manifold. Using a pretty abrasive media should remove enough material from the walls to

noticeably open up the ports. My brother did this to his manifold on his '72 Challenger and the
results were decent enough to consider it a viable performance option. IP: Logged Message: I
just picked up an 87 dd for cheep and it needs alitle tlc, but is otherwise a tank. It dose need a
new carb, dose anyone know where I can get a rebuild kit? IP: Logged Message: Local parts
store. Bought one ofr an 84 camaro about a year ago. Make sure you buy a float if one is not
included with the kit. Im not sure what carb it has on it, but I seem to be having issues with it.
Runs rough and seems to have a hesitation on accell. I have done a full tune up on it, as well as
upgraded my coil. My accellerator pump is in working order. It has K on it. I really dont want to
spend bucks on the stock replacement part. I would like better MPG and power over all. I was
just wondering if there is an aftermarket carb I could put on and how hard it would be to get rid
of the computer controls. It is a calif. Not sure how to go about it or what it would do if I did tho.
Im kinda new at all this- but girls can work on trucks too! Any ideas would be apprecitated :. IP:
Logged Message: Seems like every '87 Dakota owner is looking for a carburator and mine just
stopped working at , miles. IP: Logged Message: For your info, all parts can be obtained at your
local salvage yard. People's junk is my pot of gold! IP: Logged Message: bump. IP: Logged
Message: yeah ive got the 3. The guy who i bought it from took off the smog pump cause he
said it drained 15hp. IP: Logged Message: I've got a 3. It likes to stall out either idling or in the
middle of driving the throttle dissapears. Then it takes up to 15min of waiting before it will start
again, its got new plugs, gas lines, filters, and pump. I think somehow the carb is just dirty? I
ran a whole can of Seafoam through half a tank of gas with no luck either. When you crank it
over during its problematic times it does not hesitate, it either starts or it docent. IP: Logged
Message: Coil or other electronic issue IP: Logged Message: well- Right on with your diagnosis!
I replaced the ignition coil with no luck, moved onto the distributor pickup coil and bam I think
we solved it I was about to throw in the towel on it too, phew. Is one better than the other for a 3.
There will be no changes to other Yahoo properties or services, or your Yahoo account. You
can find more information about the Yahoo Answers shutdown and how to download your data
on this help page. Well, I have a dodge dakota and this problem has been there ever since I got
it. I bought it during the winter so I thought the starting problem's might have been the cold
weather , but now it's been over degree's everyday and the starting problems are still there.
Whenever I try to start the truck, I have to fiddle around with the gas, It will back fire then after
about 10 seconds of playing with the gas It finally starts, I cleaned out the carb about two weeks
ago, and It started with just a key turn for two day's then it went back to it's old state of having
to fiddle with the gas. I have replaced the distributor cap, wire spark plug,s spark plug wires.
Sounds like the choke is not set correctly. When the engine is cold the butter flies of the choke
should close all the way and then after it starts it should open slightly and then continue to
open until it opens all the way. Trending News. Biden breaks with Obama, Trump on almost
everything. How student missing since was killed: DA. Witness suggests car fumes contributed
to Floyd's death. Steak-umm starts Twitter beef with astrophysicist. Officer who fatally shot
Ashli Babbitt won't be charged. Liz Cheney's rejection of Trump stuns Fox News host. Danica
Patrick 'broken open' after Aaron Rodgers breakup. Dems to pitch legislation to expand
Supreme Court. Soldier seen confronting Black man in video charged. Body of missing LSU
student found. Answer Save. Get the carb rebuilt, a "clean out" wont help. Still have questions?
Get your answers by asking now. Subject: intake options for carbed 3. Anyone sell kits or can I
make a home brew? Also, anyone know what the stock carb is on the 87's? I think the 87 was
the only model that had a carb I'm not even sure what its called, I think like a single chamber or
baffel or something? How would I go about upgrading the carb for better power? I'm still
learning about all this so please forgive my ignorance :. RE: intake options for carbed 3. You
can always get your carb worked over by a professional speed shop. They can clean it up a bit
and give some extra power. Also, you can install a 1" carb spacer. This is in the same exact
shape as the throttle body gasket, and is 1" piece of aluminum. Any metals shop can make one
for you if you provide the gasket so they know the shape of it. You can always get an
aftermarket igintion system, headers, free flowing cat, free flowing muffler, and custom pipes
for awesome power and performance. I have a so we're about the same. IP: Logged Message:
Cool thanks I'm not really going for super high performance or anything, this is a daily driver
truck I am just looking to keep in good general shape and maybe get a little better power out of.
It's got k on it so I'm not trying to beat on it hard or anything, and I don't really plan on spending
much money on it, other then neccesary maitenece stuff. Do you know of any web sites where I
can go to learn a bit more about carbs and cleaning them and so forth? What is the 1" spacer?
Doesn't that not make sense? Anyone with a 87 have pics of their engine bay? Just trying to get
a feel for stuff. Thanks again. I have a Gen I Premagnum engine that is Carborated. For starters
it is a 2 barrel carb, just so you know. And A spacer makes the Gas spray harder some how, it is
an old trick from Back in the days. I'm not really sure how it works , but it does. My dad told me

that it is sort of like the high rise set ups back in the days. None the less, the best and most
efficient mod we can do short of get a magnum v6 is, make it breath easier. There are headers
and aftermarket Katback exhaust for our trucks. Haven't checked into it yet, but I'm sure it is
possible to mount a cold air system on our trucks. Burnd would be the person to ask more info
on that though. Good luck and take care. IP: Logged Message: just to get more detailed with
your search for another intake IP: Logged Message: hmmmmm cant carbed engines use IP:
Logged Message: The 's used the holley in 87 also and they are a lil better than the one that
comes on the truck because my was messed up good so I got one off a and cleaned it and
rebuilt it and it looks the same but when I put it on the truck was alot stonger. A friend of mine
says that it prolly has bigger jets or something. Get 1. Good ignition, MSD, coil and all. Jack
your timing up to 38 degrees total rpm and if you can afford it a set of headers and good 2. You
will feel the difference from those few mods. Good luck, Scott. You will need and adapter for the
carburator to fit in the bottom of the cleaner but you can find them in any kind of decent shop
mr. I have been really happy with it, also just by doing a cleaning job to the carburator does
wonders. Just some starter tips. I am not sure if i am just overloading it with gas or there is
something wrong??? Anyone with similar problems speak up, i am trying to find a cure. But for
now i just have to live with it Thanx guys. IP: Logged Message: One more thing What is the part
number on the split fire spark plugs you guys are using for the 87 Dak? I can't find a rebuild kit
which includes the choke rebuild items. Anyone know a company selling choke rebuild kits. Are
there any known replacement carbs for the Holley. My truck has decent power but gets poor
mpg because the choke is improperly working. IP: Logged Message: Check kohler dodge they
may have a 4bl manifold sitting on there shelf. IP: Logged Message: I got an '87 dakota v6 w. I
don't have a lot of cash but I like it because it is rather unique. I would love to have a little fun
with it. RIght now it is all out factory and there is an exhaust leak somewhere. I also think its
running really rich because of the terrible mileage. Also, I'm not sure what kind of carb it is, I'm
thinking a factory 2 bbl. Like I said, I would love to make the thing into a rocket. Performance
filter is where I will probably start. Would a 4 bbl carb be a good idea? Also, what about a
blower? That would just look crazy awsome, even though I'm not sure how the actually work.
Any comments or ideas would be greatly appreciated. The oxygen feedback solenoid, I noticed
you say here to cut the brown wire to disable it, does this stick it open or shut? I'm guessing
then that it is not needed to run the motor? I'm just wondering because I took my carb to work
to put it in the cleaning tanks we use in our die cleaning department, and as I was tearing it
down I ended up breaking the casting where the jet screws in don't ask. I can't find one
anywhere. I guess this all depends on which way the solenoid is when this wire is disconnected.
IP: Logged Message: all 3.

